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KV 2/1477-1, page 49

Sketch of Havel Institut Wannsee
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KV 2/1477, page 61

KV 2/1477-1, page 62

KV 2/1477-1, page 63

KV 2/1477-1, page 64

KV 2/1477-1, page 66 ESP 141 Netzteil
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KV 2/1477-2-page-1 TX-3

KV 2/1477-2, page 7
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KV 2/1477-2, page 73

Now understand that Kamaradschaftsdienst Marine may broadcast to Germans in
Persia on Mondays, Wednesday and Fridays at 1415 hrs Persian time which is 1715 G.M.T.
Code phrases (a) Berta SIS Lautenschläger and Cäsar and Bodo Starke
German W/T transmitter Teheran working on Sicherheitsdienst Leitstelle HavelInstitut
Wannsee on call sign STR, SCH or SCY, GRA
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KV 2/1477-2, page 15
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KV 2/1477-2, page 21

Fanz Mayer’s W/T operator was Hptm. Rockstroh
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KV 2/1477-2, page 32

… Flew from Berlin Rangsdorf to Siah Kuh 75 miles SE Teheran via Munich and Simferopol
22 March in Ju 290 whose crew comprised one Hptm Gartenfeld two Lt. Nebel pilot three
Oberfeld observer four three corporals
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KV 2/1477-2, page 35

Most Secret
German parachutists Corporal Werner Rockstroh with wireless transmitting and
receiving set also German agent Franz Mayer with many documents captured by Cici Teheran
night of 14 Aug without knowledge Persian authorities.
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KV 2/1477-2, page 37

…The above was written before I learned of the capture in Teheran early to-day by our
security officers of two Germans called Mayer from whose papers and statements we may
learn much about the help which they have received not only from the Kashgai but also
from the Persian army. The other German who arrived by parachute some months ago was

about to send message to Berlin by secret wireless transmitter. Papers seized which are
voluminous include full and up-to-date diaries.
KV 2/1477-2, page 41

The document confirmed that Mayer was the German organizer of the movement.
Much of the correspondence was between him and Mohammed Hussein Hassan Vaziril (AOB
= KV 2/1317) a former employee of Irantours who had once been a member of the SA in
Germany and who went hiding when his arrest was demanded by the British in the Spring of
1942. He has been one of Mayer’s most active collaborators ever since and has received
continual protection from Persian officials on account of their German sympathies and also
because his father Lt. Col. Hissam Vaziri is a senior police officer.
KV 2/1477-2, page 42

In view of the present tribal rebellion and the fact that Germans agents are known to
be with the Bakhiari and Qashgai it is worth while examining in greater detail the ideas of
Major Berthold-Schulze (AOB, 1484-85-86) Although older and not so ruthless as Mayer, he
is of more balanced judgements and weighs carefully the pros and cons before deciding on
any action. On 26th June 1942 he wrote a letter to Mayer from the Qashgai country in which
he said:
Only here in the place itself has it become clear to me that gigantic advantage this ally
of ours (i.e. Nasser Khan) offers. It is like a part of Germany of unassailable allied state
behind the enemy’s lines in which you can do anything you wish – train recruits; build
landing grounds, munition dumps and U-boat bases – if only the decision is taken to use air
passage.

KV 2/1477-2, page 48

We therefore have confirmation of five German airborne missions to Persia between
the middle of May and beginning of August.

Three parties of German parachutists with money, arms and W/T equipment are
therefore known to have landed successfully in Persia in Persia, one in the Siah Kuh area, and
two in Qashgai territory. A fourth party was probably landed in the Isfahan area on the night
of ½ August. Possibly others have landed, and there may be more to come. If Hoffmann’s
report that 30-40 more parachutists were under training, under the expert railway saboteur,
Kirchner, and that there was an expedition to S.W. Russia in early June, are accurate, fifty or
more recently trained for their special tasks, directed by W/T from Berlin, and supplied by air
from Germany with arms and equipment, are or will soon be operating in South and West
Persia possibly…of tribal levies whom they may arm with up-to-date weapons. Further, the
success of these landings may encourage the German High Command to make large scale
landings or arms and equipment for Persian elements who are supporting them. Already,
therefore, Communication on line through South and West Persia are ….
KV 2/1477-2, page 50

Then again what at first may appear to be an organised group is in fact a method used
by Franz Mayer to record a certain chain of contacts. An example of this is the FN group.
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KV 2/1477-2, page 52

The different branches of this group communicate by courier, each using a different
code, changed from time to time, when in touch with the Central Office in Teheran. Some of
these codes have fortunately been available.

Parts of this group have come to notice occasionally as the Free Society.

The dangers of the continued existence of this group of people are:
It operates on an important Line of Communication.
It is in touch with the Tribes on whom the Germans are relying for their main effort in
Persia.
It is a source of arms for the tribes.
It is the first “friendly” organisation that any parachutists would encounter who are
landing in Kurdestan or that German agents infiltrating through Kurdestan would meet. The
parachute connection is no mere bogey as member of the Group such as Lt. Sahakhiz and
Captain Matini (Matin) in Teheran are linked with recent arrivals of parachutists.
KV 2/1477-2, page 55

Siahpushan
This group is commonly referred to as SP group and is made up of people who are
ultra-nationalistic in politics and whose chief adherents looked to the Japanese Legation for
guidance and assistance after the Events of Shahrivar and up until the time of the departure of

the Japanese mission 23rd April 1942. It was was founded about January/February 1942 at a
time when the pro-Axis elements were beginning to recover from the shock of the allied
occupation of Persia.
continuing with page 55

Many of the members of this group were individually already in touch with the
Germans before the Allied entry into Persia, but the Japanese Legation became for a time the
natural inspiration for anti0allied activities for the obvious reason that the Japanese had the
only Axis Legation left in Persia for some eight months.

Franz Mayer’s Diary and the captured documents make it clear that all these contacts
were passed on to Franz Mayer and his friends on the departure of the Japanese.
The reason were plain. The Germans already had their own agents of German
nationality at large and active in Persia and it was obvious that any Japanese left behind for
subversive activities would be far too conspicuous, even more so as there were not then any
Chinese in the country for whom they might hope to be mistaken.

How numerous this association of Persians is has never been entirely clear. The Sp
symbols run up to SP 40 in the Diary and Documents. There are for example SP I, SP 14 and
Sp 15 appearing so that it is possible that there is in fact a member for each available number
up to 40 at least.
KV 2/1477-2, page 59

The strength of the railway section may be judged from the fact that in August 1942
Vaziri reported that “the railway engineers have come to us in a body, and have taken the
oath”.
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continuing 59 + 60

In our opinion, Vaziri’s (AOB, KV 2/1317) confidence in the efficiency of the
Railway Section was justified. In spite of our knowledge of the Section’s existence and the
general nature of its working, it has proved extremely difficult to penetrate. This shows that it
is organised in a more highly disciplined fashion than other sections, and indicates also that
the strictest safeguards were adopted to preserve the secrecy of their operations and conceal
the identity of their agents. It is clear from the interrogation of members of the Mayer
organisation now in custody that information about the working of the railway Section was
successfully withheld from all except the agents directly concerned, so that the risk of
betrayal would be small. It is likely that the organisation is on the “cell” basis, with the object
that each agent should know only his immediate collaborators.
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KV 2/1477-2, page 61

It is true that sabotage on the railway has so far been on a minor scale. Analysis of the
“accidents” during recent months reveals a pattern of certain forms of minor sabotage which
have indications of being deliberately organised since the same type of sabotage has been
reported from widely separated sections of the line. Examples of this are the switching of
points as a train passes over, causing derailment; placing sand and gravel in the axle-boxes
instead of oil, which has on some occasions set wagons on fire, and placing wooded plugs in
break mechanisms to prevent the breaks from working. None of these forms of these forms of
sabotage hold up traffic for long. But it may be expected that when plans for major sabotage
are put into effect they will be more efficient, and under the German direction. The German
Friedrich Kümel, who was a source of technical information on the railway to the Mayer
organisation and who was captured in May 1942, received sabotage training before he came
to Persia. Three German Parachutists recently dropped in Iraq had received training in
sabotage, including railway sabotage; and there is reason to believe that the German
parachutists recently dropped in Persia have received similar training. The rapid disruption of
the Railway Section of the Mayer organisation would deprive these trained German agents of
an instrument which is at present ready for its use.
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KV 2/1477-2, page 61

Tribal Contacts.
The Franz Mayer documents shew that the Fifth Column thought it could rely on a
large percentage of the tribes for support. The recent activities of the German parachutists
shew to what extent this believe was well founded. Whether spurred on by the presence and
active assistance of Germans or not, the desired chaos in the country and the dislocation of all
communication are permitted to slide as at present.
KV 2/1477-2, page 62

The Railroad Forces.
As has already shewn itself the armed forces of Persia are riddled with men of antiallied sentiments and who have implicated themselves in activities of assistance to the
enemy. The documents captured from Franz Mayer are full of allusions to the officers and
units on which the Germans can rely.

Many officers have already appeared in the forgoing evidence others also of
importance and who are involved include Generals Zarrabi, Tajbakhsh, Pourzand,
?Eykavoussi (probably not very active and Firouz.

Police.
The Police also plays an important role and contains may officers who are actively
helping the fifth column. Ali Hay’at of the Melliun has been entrusted with the job of
compiling the lists of arrests which it is intended to effect through the Police if the movement
in favour of the Germans succeeds.
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Continuing with page 63

Although Persia is the Ally of Great Britain and the U.S.S.R. there has never been a
single case in which the Persian police has arrested an enemy agent of its own initiative. The
fifth-column is so widespread and some members of the police so intimately connected with it
that the prefecture can hardly have been ignorant of its activities. The Persian administration
as a whole spends a great deal of energy interceding for enemy agents or sympathisers who
have been arrested and cares nothing for the rounding up of the more dangerous ones who
remain in hiding.
KV 2/1477-2, page 64

The German Agent Kümel was shown the results of his interrogations. Some papers
found by the Persian police in Kümel’s clothing were never passed to the British Security
Authorities.
The fugitive Wilhelm Weber was hidden in the house of a police officer for several
months.

The Agent Gottfried Ruppel’s presence was known to the police. He was informed by
the chief of the Political Department that the latter was friendly with many of the Germans in
Teheran and that he had only been forced to arrest Ruppel because of the British.
Lt. Col. Hissam Vaziri (AOB, KV 2/1317, apparently meant in this quotation his
father) head of the Personnel Department of the Persian Police, visited the Germans Max
Müller and Otto Engelke when they were in hiding.

The agent Roman Gamotta (AOB, KV 2/1492) and two other Germans fled from
Teheran in a car by a chauffeur who once arranged a car deal between Lt. Col. Vaziri and
Gamotta.
KV 2/1477-3, page 22

Kammardschaftdienst Marine is greetings broadcast station operating thrice weekly
from Berlin and carefully studied here.
On several occasions, not (repeat not) since April, ordinary greetings preceded by figure
cipher messages addressed to Lotsendienst 7031 and designated for Franz Mayer.
Have not succeeded in breaking cipher.
Certain personal greetings in this programme broadcast under the cover to Mayer by
prearrangement but nothing to show secondary meanings until Mayer’s documents revealed
them.
Doubtless other similar cover messages broadcast to Mayer but cannot be isolated since
included among many hundreds of other received here.
Hidden meanings in greetings and news broadcasts very difficult to detect without external
clues.
Reichssender message quoted by you difficult to trace unless date, time, language or
transmission specified.
Doubtful if Berlin now communicating with Mayer by above means as two way W/T traffic is
suspected to be operating between him and Berlin.
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KV 2/1477-3, page 43

Briefly:
In the circumstances of the Allied occupation of Persia it was never possible to ascertain with
certainty how many Germans were in the country at the time of the occupation. ..It was
estimated that a maximum of 100 remained unaccounted ..Rumours was busy with the names
of Franz Mayer and Roman Gotta, two Nazi agents who arrived in Persia in the early part of
1941 and whom themselves notoriety before our occupation by the blatancy, it not by skill,
with which they carried on their subversive activities. ..It was thought that the enemy gold
was still finding its way over the frontier from Turkey, and it is learnt that just before the
Allied occupation the German Legation, commercial firms, and individuals found time to
transfer at least £ 100,00 to Persian sympathisers.

continuing 43 + 44

It was certain that the majority of Persian army officers were hostile to the Allies, and
that many of them were ready to conspire against us. It was marked however that the active
Fifth Column work, such as insurrection or sabotage, demanded a degree of courage and
determination which is not common in the Persian character, and it was therefore doubted
whether many officers would be willing to risk themselves in active operations against us on
their own initiative: though it was agreed that they might do under direction of German
agents.

Had been drawn to the suspicious activities of general Zahidi commander of a division
stationed at Isfahan, and his subordinate, Colonel Farubar. Another highly suspected figure
was Naubakht member of parliament for Shiraz, who was actively engaged in promoting
subversive groups in Teheran.
By mid-October this rather vague picture was given a sharper focus, and our Security
authorities reported that they suspect the the high Persian army officers and other closely
connected with the Court were involved in “Fifth Column” plans. It was suspected that three
groups were active:-

Capture of Mayer documents Nov. 1942
But was he arrested then?
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KV 2/1477-3, page 45

Plans had been maturing since the spring of 1942 and a zero-day had been fixed for July
1942. The signal for action was to be a German invasion from the Caucasus and the Caspian,
or from the air. Simultaneously the Persian Army and some of the tribes were to rise against
the Allies in the enemy’s rear; while they were occupying the oilfields and refineries, Allied
legations and other key-points, the police were to assist in rounding up Allied nationals and
sympathisers, and civilian elements in the Fifth Column” were to help in sabotage to
communication and similar vital points. Meanwhile the organisation was engaged was
engaged in obtaining information about the strength of the Allied forces and the nature of
their defensive plan. They established landing-grounds in South Persia and arranged supplies
and signals to help the landing of airborne troops. Once of this secret landing-groups has
been independently detected in Qashgai country by a British reconnaissance aircraft.
KV 2/1477-3, page 46

Mayer left Isfahan immediately after the affair of 1 Nov.; both he and Schultze are still
at large, it is believed in Qashgai territory, together with Constatine Kassakowski. We have
not succeeded in arresting anymore Germans since Oct. 1942.
Early in jan. 43 however, the Sovjet authorities caught two Germans attempting to cross into
Turkey. These were Max Müller, one of the principal Nazis in Persia and local leader of the

Arbeitsfront, and Otto Engelke, a close collaborator of his. It is commented that, while both
these men had been reported at various times and by different sources to be still hiding in
Persia, nothing has so far appeared from the Mayer documents to show that they were part of
Mayer’s organisation; again, though Mayer and Vaziri mention Ramon Gamotta, whose name
was regularly coupled with Mayer’s before the Allied occupation, there is little evidence the
documents that he has been in contact with them. It would appear that some of the Germans
still hiding are not connected with Mayer’s organisation, and it is hoped that the interrogation
of these two prisoners will show whether another organisation of Germans independent of
Mayer exists, or whether these other Germans are in fact isolated.
KV 2/1477-3, page 49 source 26.11.42

…. They also receive messages over the radio (AOB, Kamaradschaftberichten) by means of
pre-arranged code. Independent sources have confirmed that in Oct. an enemy submarine
landed near Lingeh on the Persian Gulf a quantity of war-store for the Qasfgai tribe, from
who form part of the Fifth Column in S. Persia.
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KV 2/1477-3, page 65

Dated 18.12.40
Eastern Department
Iraq and Germany
Clandestine activities in Teheran
Our 226 of 25th November reported a visit to the Iraqi Charge d’Affairs in Teheran by
one Franz Mayr who introduced himself as the representative of Dr. Grobba. Our No. 245
reported the activities of a certain Akram Rabia who had been given a secret introduction to

the German Minister in Teheran by Shamas, ex-Ferrostahl agent in Bagdad. Rabia
subsequently with one of this associated and made a statement at the Iraqi Legation.
The following dated 12th December, is from the same good source in touch with the
Iraqi Legation.
The Iraqi Charge d’Affairs in Teheran has been authorised by Bagdad to maintain
contact with Mayr.
The Charge d’Affairs has also been given funds by the Iraqi Ministries of Defence and
Foreign Affairs for secret service work. He will employ Akram Rabia as one of his agents.
Incidentally the Charge d’Affairs was expected to arrive in Bagdad for a visit on the
th
15 December. …

